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THEMES WE’RE WATCHING

• China in Trouble

• Labor Shortage

• Business Investment Spending Spree

• Global/US Reshoring

• Energy Under-Investment

• Taxes

• Inflation Watch
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CHINA IN TROUBLE

China has a demographics problem. Their working age population is 
shrinking while the number of retirees expands.  China’s contribution 
toward world growth is slowing.
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CHINA IN TROUBLE

Evergrande’s collapse is sending shockwaves through China’s financial 
system.  China has the wherewithal to patch the financial damage, although 
falling property values will weigh on their economy for years.
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CHINA IN TROUBLE

China’s property sector has been an important contributor to the country’s 
growth.  In all, real estate and construction represent about a quarter of China’s 
economy.  
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CHINA IN TROUBLE

China’s housing bubble dwarfs America’s 2008 housing bubble, both in prices 
and expenditures.
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LABOR SHORTAGE

There are 1.5 million fewer leisure and hospitality workers employed 
compared to pre-pandemic levels.  Not surprisingly, employers are trying to 
recruit for 1.7 million open positions in leisure and hospitality.
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LABOR SHORTAGE

Leisure and hospitality wages have expanded more than 11% since July 2020, far 
outpacing broader wage trends.  Emboldened employees are quitting their jobs 
in record numbers, suggesting higher wages ahead. 
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BUSINESS INVESTMENT SPENDING SPREE

Business investment is on the rise, to make up for the labor shortfall.  Expect 
higher productivity as a result of the investment.
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BUSINESS INVESTMENT SPENDING SPREE

Business investments are already paying off.  Employment costs are trailing 
wage growth suggesting employers are benefitting from productivity gains 
and profit margins are rising.  
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US RESHORING

The logistics bottleneck understates the number of inbound containers 
entering the US.  In fact, we’re at an all-time high.  Meanwhile, construction 
spending on manufacturing facilities has lagged overall construction 
spending.  We expect that to change.
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ENERGY UNDER-INVESTMENT

Given the uncertain future for fossil fuels, investors have been reluctant to 
commit capital into energy sector.  As a result, today’s rig count hasn’t kept up 
with current prices and new construction growth as lagged for a decade.
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ENERGY UNDER-INVESTMENT

Under investment is reflected in lower US production, even in the face of higher 
energy prices.  OPEC countries, led by Saudi Arabia, are picking up some of the 
production slack.  
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LATEST TAX PROPOSALS

• 15% Minimum Corporate Tax on Book Income

• Corporate Tax Rate Likely Remains at 21%

• Tightening of Estate Tax Rules (or a lower exemption) Look Likely

• The Higher Rates on Capital Gains and Dividends are Probably Out 

• Higher Tax Rate on Personal Income also looks likely to be dropped

• Mark-to-market or taxing unrealized gains of billionaires will probably be 

dropped but it is still in the mix. 

• The SALT deduction could be restored for two years on the front end but 

eliminated for a couple of years beyond 2025

Source: Cornerstone Macro
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INFLATION WATCH

Inflation trends are picking up, although the “sticky” components of CPI, like 
housing, are trailing overall trends.  Small business are raising prices.  That’s a 
leading inflation indicator.
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FED POLICY

The Federal Reserve owns more than 20% of US Treasurys and is expected to 
begin its tapering program this month.  Markets anticipate three rate hikes by the 
end of 2023, with one hike next year.  
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FED POLICY

The Fed is targeting full employment, but we worry they may be overestimating 
the size of the labor market.  Powell & Company run the risk of overstimulating as 
they attempt to drive the unemployment rate to pre-pandemic levels.  Current 
wage growth is consistent with current CPI.
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INVESTMENT IMPLICATIONS

Equity markets are expensive relative to their history.  That’s due in large part to 
historically low interest rates.  The energy sector is cheap relative to its history, 
however.  

CHEAP EXPENSIVE

PERCENTILE

HISTORICAL INDICATORS: NOW 1 2 3 4 5
US Large Cap 97% 

US Small Cap 87% 

International Large Cap 73% 

International Small Cap 69% 

Emerging Markets 83% 

Average 82% 

Data as of: October 27, 2021
Source: Bloomberg; Cresset Capital.
Chart #3114

Cresset Capital Equity Valuation Barometer
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INVESTMENT IMPLICATIONS

Rising interest rates represents a headwind on valuation expansion, a key 
component of equity market returns over the last decade.  
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INVESTMENT IMPLICATIONS

Credit conditions offer an early warning indicator for equity risk taking.
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INVESTMENT IMPLICATIONS

China dominates the emerging market index, although the range in returns 
between EM’s constituent countries averages more than 10% daily, suggesting an 
opportunity for active management.
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STRATEGY CONCLUSIONS

NO VALUATION EXPANSION
Quality Mid-Cap Value

Small Cap Quality Value

SLOWING CHINA
Emerging Markets Active Management

HIGHER TAXES
Consider ETFs or Separate Accounts

Qualified Opportunity Zone Investing

Roth Conversion

INTEREST RATE RISK
Bonds for Cash Flow

Short Maturities

Alternative Income Sources

NEGATIVE REAL RATES
Private Credit

Gold

Industrial Real Estate
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DISCLAIMER

Past performance does not guarantee future results.

Investments cannot be made in an index.

All right, title and interest in and to these materials are the sole and exclusive property of Cresset Capital Management, LLC, and its affiliates (collectively, “Cresset”).

The information contained in these materials is not intended to provide professional, investment, legal or tax advice and should not be relied upon in that regard. The 
contents of these materials are for general information only and are not provided with regard to your specific investment objectives, financial situation, tax exposure or 
particular needs. The contents hereof are not a recommendation of, or solicitation for, the subscription, purchase or sale of any security, including the fund(s) and/or 
investment products mentioned herein. Nothing contained herein should be used as the basis for making any specific investment, business or commercial decision. You 
should carefully read the final prospectus, offering memorandum, organizational agreement and/or other supplemental and controlling documents before making an 
investment decision regarding any particular security carefully before investing in any security.

Investments, including interests in real estate and private equity funds, are subject to investment, tax, regulatory, market, macro-economic and other risks, including loss of 
the principal amount invested. Investment denominated in a foreign currency are subject to factors including but not limited to changes in exchange rates that may have 
an adverse effect on the value of the investment. Past performance as well as any projection or forecast used or discussed in these materials are not indicative of future 
or likely performance of any investment product. Statements may be forward looking and are not intended as specific investment advice or guarantees of future 
performance. Such forward-looking statements necessarily involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual performance and financial results 
in future periods to differ materially from any projections of future performance or result expressed or implied by such statements.

The contents of these materials are subject to change and may be modified, deleted or replaced at any time in Cresset’s sole discretion. In particular, Cresset assumes no 
responsibility for, nor make any representations, endorsements, or warranties whatsoever in relation to the timeliness, accuracy and completeness of any content 
contained in these materials. While care has been taken in preparing the contents of these materials, such contents are provided to you “as is” and “as available” without 
warranty of any kind either express or implied. In particular, no warranty regarding suitability, accuracy, or fitness for a particular purpose is given in conjunction with such 
contents. Cresset shall not be liable for any loss, damage, costs, charges and/or expenses incurred as a result of or in connection with these materials or any reliance on 
the contents of these materials.

The provision of any services or products provided by Cresset and/or its affiliates shall be expressly subject to the particular terms and conditions as contained in a 
separate written agreement with Cresset and/or its affiliate, as applicable. Cresset will not provide any individualized advice or consulting unless agreed to by a separate 
written agreement. Cresset Asset Management, LLC, provides investment advisory, family office, and other services to individuals, families, and institutional clients. Cresset 
Partners, LLC, provides investment advisory services strictly to investment vehicles investing in private equity, real estate and other investment opportunities. Cresset 
Asset Management, LLC, and Cresset Partners, LLC, are SEC registered investment advisors. 
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CONTACT

312.429.2400

info@cressetcapital.com
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